Verbal working memory deficit in Parkinson's disease subjects.
The aim of the present work was to evaluate verbal working memory in patients affected by Parkinson's disease (PD). In particular, tests that explore the functionality of the Articulatory Loop and of the Central Executive during verbal tasks were given. PD patients displayed normal phonological similarity, word length and word frequency effects in a Word span task, thus demonstrating adequate retention capacity of the phonological store, normal functioning of the articulatory rehearsal mechanism and a normal contribution of lexical-semantic knowledge to verbal immediate recall. In the Brown-Peterson task, PD patients showed abnormal performance decay on the letter recall task when articulatory rehearsal was inhibited by a serial subtraction concurrent task. These data provide evidence for normal functioning of the Articulatory Loop in PD patients. However, when the verbal recall task is more attention demanding, PD patients show deficient performance levels, presumably due to depleted processing resources by the Central Executive.